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Eventually, you will utterly discover a additional experience and triumph by spending more cash. nevertheless when? realize you tolerate that you require to get those all needs past having significantly cash?
Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more re the globe, experience, some places, afterward history, amusement, and a
lot more?
It is your agreed own become old to play a role reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Massey Energy below.
controls on mine blasting. There Bragg and her friends won
support from delegate Arley Johnson, himself a survivor of one of
the coalfield's greatest disasters. Award-winning investigative
journalist Penny Loeb spent nine years following the twists and
turns of this remarkable story, giving voice both to citizens,
like Patricia Bragg, and to those in the coal industry.
Intertwined with court and statehouse battles is Patricia Bragg's
own quiet triumph of graduating from college summa cum laude in
An examination of why so few people suffering from environmental her late thirtie and moving her family out of welfare and into
prosperity and freedom from mining interests. Bragg's remarkable
hazards and pollution choose to participate in environmental
personal triumph and the victories won in Pie and other coalfield
justice movements.
communities will surprise and inspire readers.
In a devastating and urgent work of investigative journalism,
Pulitzer Prize winner Chris Hamby uncovers the tragic resurgence In Coal in Our Veins, Erin Thomas employs historical research,
autobiography, and journalism to intertwine the history of coal,
of black lung disease in Appalachia, its Big Coal cover-up, and
the resilient mining communities who refuse to back down. Decades her ancestors' lives mining coal, and the societal and
ago, a grassroots uprising forced Congress to enact long-overdue environmental impacts of the United States' dependency on coal as
an energy source. In the first part of her book, she visits
legislation designed to virtually eradicate black lung disease
Wales, native ground of British coal mining and of her emigrant
and provide fair compensation to coal miners stricken with the
illness. Today, however, both promises remain unfulfilled. Levels ancestors. The Thomases' move to the coal region of Utah—where
they witnessed the Winter Quarters and Castle Gate mine
of disease have surged, the old scourge has taken an aggressive
new form, and ailing miners and widows have been left behind by a explosions, two of the worst mining disasters in American
history—and the history of coal development in Utah form the
dizzying legal system, denied even modest payments and medical
second part. Then Thomas investigates coal mining and communities
care. In this devastating and urgent work of investigative
in West Virginia, near her East Coast home, looking at the Sago
journalism, Pulitzer Prize winner Chris Hamby traces the
unforgettable story of how these trends converge in the lives of Mine collapse and more widespread impacts of mining, including
two men: Gary Fox, a black lung-stricken West Virginia coal miner population displacement, mountain top removal, coal dust
dispersal, and stream pollution, flooding, and decimation. The
determined to raise his family from poverty, and John Cline, an
idealistic carpenter and rural medical clinic worker who becomes book's final part moves from Washington D.C.—and an examination
of coal, CO2, and national energy policy—back to Utah, for a tour
a lawyer in his fifties. Opposing them are the lawyers at the
of a coal mine, and a consideration of the Crandall Canyon mine
coal industry’s go-to law firm; well-credentialed doctors who
often weigh in for the defense, including a group of radiologists cave-in, back to Wales and the closing of the oldest operating
at Johns Hopkins; and Gary’s former employer, Massey Energy, the deep mine in the world and then to a look at energy alternatives,
especially wind power, in West Virginia and Pennsylvania.
region’s largest coal company, run by a cantankerous CEO often
Retirement Heist
portrayed in the media as a dark lord of the coalfields. On the
Understanding Stakeholders and Change in Environmental Conflict
line in Gary and John’s longshot legal battle are fundamental
principles of fairness and justice, with consequences for miners Real Common Sense
and their loved ones throughout the nation. Taking readers inside The Political Education of Mitch McConnell
Mountaintop Mining in Appalachia
courtrooms, hospitals, homes tucked in Appalachian hollows, and
The Org
dusty mine tunnels, Hamby exposes how coal companies have not
A Personal Journey
only continually flouted a law meant to protect miners from
The Idea-Driven Organization
deadly amounts of dust but also enlisted well-credentialed
From a dogged political reporter, an investigation into the political education of Mitch
doctors and lawyers to help systematically deny much-needed
McConnell and an argument that this powerful Senator embodies much of this country’s
benefits to miners. The result is a legal and medical thriller
political dysfunction. Based on interviews with more than seventy-five people who have
that brilliantly illuminates how a band of laborers — aided by a
worked alongside Mitch McConnell or otherwise interacted with him over the course of his
small group of lawyers, doctors and lay advocates, often working career, The Cynic, which will be published as an original ebook, is both a comprehensive
out of their homes or in rural clinics and tiny offices –
biography of one of this country’s most powerful politicians and a damning diagnosis of this
challenged one of the world's most powerful forces, Big Coal, and country's eroding political will. Tracing his rise from a pragmatic local official in Kentucky to
won. A deeply troubling yet ultimately triumphant work, Soul Full the leader of the Republican opposition in Washington, the book tracks McConnell’s
transformation from a moderate Republican who supported abortion rights and public
of Coal Dust is a necessary and timely book about injustice and
employee unions to the embodiment of partisan obstructionism and conservative orthodoxy
resistance.
on Capitol Hill. Driven less by a shift in ideological conviction than by a desire to win
Deep in the heart of the southern West Virginia coalfields, one
elections and stay in power at all costs, McConnell’s transformation exemplifies the
of the most important environmental and social empowerment
“permanent campaign” mindset that has come to dominate American government. From his
battles in the nation has been waged for the past decade. Fought first race for local office in 1977—when the ad crew working on it nicknamed McConnell
by a heroic woman struggling to save her tiny community through a “love-me-love-me” for his insecurity and desire to please—to his fraught accommodation of
landmark lawsuit, this battle, which led all the way to the halls the Tea Party, McConnell’s political career is a story of ideological calcification and a vital
mirror for understanding this country’s own political development and what is wrought when
of Congress, has implications for environmentally conscious
politicians serve not at the behest of country, but at the behest of party and personal
people across the world. The story begins with Patricia Bragg in aggrandizement.
the tiny community of Pie. When a deep mine drained her
Critically examining the fierce conflicts over an intense and increasingly prevalent form of
neighbors' wells, Bragg heeded her grandmother's admonition to
strip mining,Combating Mountaintop Removal: New Directions in the Fight against Big
"fight for what you believe in" and led the battle to save their Coaldocuments the changing relationships among the coal industry, communities,
environment, and economy from the perspective of local grassroots activist organizations
drinking water. Though she and her friends quickly convinced
and their broader networks. Drawing on powerful personal testimonies of the hazards of
state mining officials to force the coal company to provide new
mountaintop removal in Boone County, West Virginia, Bryan T. McNeil shows how
wells, Bragg's fight had only just begun. Soon large-scale mining Appalachian community coalitions have drawn important connections in their opposition to
began on the mountains behind her beloved hollow. Fearing what
coal mining practices. Focusing on the grassroots activist organization Coal River Mountain
the blasting off of mountaintops would do to the humble homes
Watch (CRMW), composed of individuals who have personal ties to the coal industry in the
below, she joined a lawsuit being pursued by attorney Joe Lovett, region, the study reveals a turn away from once-strong traditional labour unions. With the
the first case he had ever handled. In the case against the U.S. decline in membership and political power of the United Mine Workers Union in West
Virginia, citizens have turned to alternative forms of activism to coordinate opposition to
Army Corps of Engineers (Bragg v. Robertson), federal judge
mountaintop removal mining, centring mainly on the industry's effect on community and the
Charles Haden II shocked the coal industry by granting victory to environment. The shift towards community organizing, particularly around environmental
Joe Lovett and Patricia Bragg and temporarily halting the
concerns, represents an effort to address social issues in a new social space outside of
practice of mountaintop removal. While Lovett battled in court,
organized labour. By framing social and moral arguments in terms of the environment, these
innovative hybrid social movements take advantage of environmentalism's higher profile in
Bragg sought other ways to protect the resources and safety of
coalfield communities, all the while recognizing that coal mining contemporary politics, compared to that of labour. In investigating the local effects of
globalization and global economics,Combating Mountaintop Removaltracks the profound
was the lifeblood of her community, even of her own family (her
reimagining of social and personal ideas such as identity, history, and landscape and
husband is a disabled miner). The years of Bragg v. Robertson
considers their roles in organizing an agenda for progressive community activism.
bitterly divided the coalfields and left many bewildered by the
We create organizations because we need to get a job done—something we couldn't do
legal wrangling. One of the state's largest mines shut down
alone—and join them because we’re inspired by their missions (and our paycheck). But once
we’re inside, these organizations rarely feel inspirational. So where did it all go wrong? In
because of the case, leaving hardworking miners out of work, at
The Org, Ray Fisman and Tim Sullivan explain the tradeoffs that every organization faces,
least temporarily. Despite hurtful words from members of her
arguing that this everyday dysfunction is actually inherent to the very nature of orgs. The
church, Patricia Bragg battled on, making the two-hour trek to
Org diagnoses the root causes of that malfunction, beginning with the economic logic of why
the legislature in Charleston, over and over, to ask for better
organizations exist in the first place, then working its way up through the org’s structure
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from the lowly cubicle to the CEO’s office. You'll learn: The purpose of meetings and why Desperate
they will never go away Why even members of al Qaeda are required to submit travel and
Named a Best Book of the Year by Amazon.com and the Washington Post Three years ago,
expense reports What managers are good for How the army and other orgs balance marching
Pulitzer Prize–winner Chris Hedges and award-winning cartoonist and journalist Joe Sacco set
in lockstep with fostering innovation Why the hospital administration—not the heart
out to take a look at the sacrifice zones, those areas in America that have been offered up for
surgeon—is more likely to save your life Why CEOs often spend more than 80 percent of their
exploitation in the name of profit, progress, and technological advancement. They wanted to
time in meetings—and why that's exactly where they should be (and why they get paid so
show in words and drawings what life looks like in places where the marketplace rules without
much)
Discover the astonishing true stories--that will make readers laugh, cry, and gasp--behind
constraints, where human beings and the natural world are used and then discarded to maximize
the headlines: The Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, A Sticky Mess, The Iron Curtain, The Kursk,
profit. Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt is the searing account of their travels.
The Quecreek Mine Flood, The Chilean Miners, and more. This series of nonfiction readers
"'As far as I can determine there is only one solution [to the CEO's demand to save more
will grab a student's interest from the very first page! Designed with struggling readers in
money]', the HR representative wrote to her superiors. 'That would be the death of all existing
mind, these riveting books offer short chapters on high-interest headlines. Each chapter is its
own mini-book, which includes a timeline, key terms, and interesting facts. Fascinating black retirees.'" It's no secret that hundreds of companies have been slashing pensions and health
coverage earned by millions of retirees. Employers blame an aging workforce, stock market
and white photographs keep the pages turning. A bibliography encourages further topical
reading.
losses, and spiraling costs- what they call "a perfect storm" of external forces that has forced
Upper Big Branch: The April 5, 2010 Explosion: A Failure of Basic Coal Mine Safety
them to take drastic measures. But this so-called retirement crisis is no accident. Ellen E. Schultz,
Practices: Report to the Governor of West Virginia
award-winning investigative reporter for the Wall Street Journal, reveals how large companies
The Price of Justice
and the retirement industry-benefits consultants, insurance companies, and banks-have all played
Hearing Before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States Senate, One
a huge and hidden role in the death spiral of American pensions and benefits. A little over a
Hundred Fifth Congress, Second Session, on the Nomination of William L. Massey, to be a
decade ago, most companies had more than enough set aside to pay the benefits earned by two
Member of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, June 25, 1998
Death at Massey and the Dirty Secrets Behind Big Coal
To Promote the General Welfare
Santa, Massey, Hoecker, and Bailey Nominations
Business and Public Policy

Americans love to hate their government, and a long tradition of anti-government
suspicion reaches back to debates among the founders of the nation. But the election of
Barack Obama has created a backlash rivaled only by the anti-government hysteria that
preceded the Civil War. Lost in all the Tea Party rage and rhetoric is this simple fact: the
federal government plays a central role in making our society function, and it always
has. Edited by Steven Conn and written by some of America's leading scholars, the
essays in To Promote the General Welfare explore the many ways government
programs have improved the quality of life in America. The essays cover everything
from education, communication, and transportation to arts and culture, housing, finance,
and public health. They explore how and why government programs originated, how
they have worked and changed--and been challenged--since their inception, and why
many of them are important to preserve. The book shows how the WPA provided vital,
in some cases career-saving, assistance to artists and writers like Jackson Pollock,
Dorothea Lange, Richard Wright, John Cheever, and scores of others; how millions of
students from diverse backgrounds have benefited and continue to benefit from the G.I.
Bill, Fulbright scholarships, and federally insured student loans; and how the federal
government created an Interstate highway system unparalleled in the world, linking the
entire nation. These are just a few examples of highly successful programs the book
celebrates--and that anti-government critics typically ignore. For anyone wishing to
explore the flip side of today's vehement attacks on American government, To Promote
the General Welfare is the best place to start.
In 2010, a mine explosion killed twenty-nine coal miners in Raleigh County, West
Virginia. Obama's Deadliest Cover-Up goes beyond the official narrative of the 2010
Upper Big Branch (UBB) Mine disaster to disclose the dark truth. In this daring exposé,
Don Blankenship reveals how far the government will go to keep its dirty secrets, even if
it means disparaging deceased miners and sending innocent Americans to prison.
Using government documents, witness testimony, and science, Blankenship pieces
together the Obama-Biden administration's responsibility for the explosion. Blankenship
explains how the government used prevarication, lies, and document destruction to bury
the truth. Blankenship calls the American media "Pinocchio" and backs it up.
Blankenship demonstrates that America's elite, America's media, and America's DOJ
hid the UBB truth and says, "They all have blood on their hands." An unflinching look at
corruption in America, Obama's Deadliest Cover-up issues a dire warning: Our
government will do anything to "get what it wants."
"Scathing exposé of the coal industry." --The New York Times Book Review On April 5,
2010, an explosion ripped through Massey Energy's Upper Big Branch Mine, killing
twenty-nine coal miners. This tragedy was the deadliest mine disaster in the United
States in forty years—a disaster that never should have happened. These deaths were
rooted in the cynical corporate culture of Massey and its notorious former CEO Don
Blankenship, and were part of an endless cycle of poverty, exploitation, and
environmental abuse that has dominated the Appalachian coalfields since coal was first
discovered there. And the cycle continues unabated as coal companies bury the most
insidious dangers deep underground, all in search of higher profits, and hide the true
costs from regulators, unions, and investors alike. But the disaster at Upper Big Branch
goes beyond the coalfields of West Virginia. It casts a global shadow, calling into bitter
question why coal miners in the United States are sacrificed to erect cities on the other
side of the world, why the coal wars have been allowed to rage, polarizing the country,
and how the world's voracious appetite for energy is satisfied at such horrendous cost.
With Thunder on the Mountain, Peter A. Galuszka pieces together the true story of
greed and negligence behind the tragedy at the Upper Big Branch Mine, and in doing so
he has created a devastating portrait of an entire industry that exposes the coal-black
motivations that led to the death of twenty-nine miners and fuel the ongoing war for the
world's energy future.
Coal in the United States was discovered in the 18th century by landowners and farmers
on the slopes of the hillsides in the Appalachian region. It was not until the late 19th
century that this black rock would become a part of an industrial revolution. One of the
first mines to commercially produce coal was in Fairmont, West Virginia, and began the
Consolidated Coal Corporation. On November 20, 1968, the Farmington No. 9 mine
explosion changed the course of safety for future mining and the lives of 78 families
whose sons, husbands, fathers, and loved ones never came back from the cateye shift
the next day.
Stories of Villains, Heroes, and the Rest of Us
A Fight for Breath and Justice in Appalachia
Trapped
Water Ethics
Appalachian Women and the Fight for Environmental Justice
Fixing the Ungodly Mess
Low-priced Leverage to Coal

generations of workers, no matter how long they lived. But by exploiting loopholes, ambiguous
regulations, and new accounting rules, companies essentially turned their pension plans into
piggy banks, tax shelters, and profit centers. Drawing on original analysis of company data,
government filings, internal corporate documents, and confidential memos, Schultz uncovers
decades of widespread deception during which employers have exaggerated their retiree burdens
while lobbying for government handouts, secretly cutting pensions, tricking employees, and
misleading shareholders. She reveals how companies: Siphon billions of dollars from their
pension plans to finance downsizings and sell the assets in merger deals Overstate the burden of
rank-and-file retiree obligations to justify benefits cuts while simultaneously using the savings to
inflate executive pay and pensions Hide their growing executive pension liabilities, which at
some companies now exceed the liabilities for the regular pension plans Purchase billions of
dollars of life insurance on workers and use the policies as informal executive pension funds.
When the insured workers and retirees die, the company collects tax-free death benefits
Preemptively sue retirees after cutting retiree health benefits and use other legal strategies to
erode their legal protections. Though the focus is on large companies-which drive the legislative
agenda-the same games are being played at smaller companies, non-profits, public pensions
plans and retirement systems overseas. Nor is this a partisan issue: employees of all political
persuasions and income levels-from managers to miners, pro- football players to pilots-have been
slammed. Retirement Heist is a scathing and urgent expose of one of the most critical and least
understood crises of our time.
"The real fault line in American politics is not between liberals and conservatives.... It is, rather,
in how we orient ourselves to the generations to come who will bear the consequences, for better
and for worse, of our actions." So writes David Orr in Down to the Wire, a sober and eloquent
assessment of climate destabilization and an urgent call to action. Orr describes how political
negligence, an economy based on the insatiable consumption of trivial goods, and a disdain for
the well-being of future generations have brought us to the tipping point that biologist Edward O.
Wilson calls "the bottleneck." Due to our refusal to live within natural limits, we now face a long
emergency of rising temperatures, rising sea-levels, and a host of other related problems that will
increasingly undermine human civilization. Climate destabilization to which we are already
committed will change everything, and to those betting on quick technological fixes or minor
adjustments to the way we live now, Down to the Wire is a major wake-up call. But this is not a
doomsday book. Orr offers a wide range of pragmatic, far-reaching proposals--some of which
have already been adopted by the Obama administration--for how we might reconnect public
policy with rigorous science, bring our economy into alignment with ecological realities, and
begin to regard ourselves as planetary trustees for future generations. He offers inspiring real-life
examples of people already responding to the major threat to our future. An exacting analysis of
where we are in terms of climate change, how we got here, and what we must now do, Down to
the Wire is essential reading for those wanting to join in the Great Work of our generation.
Environmental stories have all the elements of a good drama—villains that plunge the world into
danger and heroes that fight for positive change. Industrial Disasters and Environmental Policy:
Stories of Villains, Heroes, and the Rest of Us illuminates the interplay between environmental
policies and the people and groups who influence their development and implementation.
Through the stories of four major industrial disasters—the Union Carbide plant explosion, the BP
oil spill, the Upper Big Branch Mine explosion, and the asbestos poisoning in Libby,
Montana—this book examines the organizational breakdowns and regulatory lapses that caused
these disasters, and how attitudes and policies changed as a result. It also explores the
achievements of environmental heroes like Gaylord Nelson and Judy Bonds and how their
activism has shaped US environmental politics and policies. Industrial Disasters and
Environmental Policy concludes with a discussion of how the "rest of us" can participate in
everyday environmental actions, hold corporations and the government accountable, and lobby
for greater environmental protections. With its compelling stories and calls to action, this book
helps students understand how US environmental policies have developed and transformed—and
how they can continue to do so.
Fighting King Coal
Hearing Before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United States Senate, One
Hundred Third Congress, First Session, on the Nominations of Donald F. Santa, Jr., William L.
Massey, James J. Hoecker, and Vicky A. Bailey to be Commissioners, Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, May 11, 1993
A True Story of Greed and Corruption
Why Not Jail?
Public Briefing, June 29, 2011
OBAMA'S DEADLIEST COVER-UP: They All Have Blood on Their Hands
The Role of Legal Compliance in Sustainable Supply Chains, Operations, and Marketing ?
Massey Energy Company
Too many organizations are overlooking, or even suppressing, their single most powerful source of growth and
innovation. And it’s right under their noses. The frontline employees who interact directly with your customers,
make your products, and provide your services have unparalleled insights into where problems exist and what
improvements and new offerings would have the most impact. In this follow-up to their bestseller Ideas Are Free,
Alan G. Robinson and Dean M. Schroeder show how to align every part of an organization around generating
and implementing employee ideas and offer dozens of examples of what a tremendous competitive advantage this
can offer. Their advice will enable leaders to build organizations capable of implementing 20, 50, or even 100
ideas per employee per year. Citing organizations from around the world, they explain what’s needed to put
together a management team that can lead the type of organization that embraces grassroots ideas and describe
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the strategies, policies, and practices that enable them. They detail exactly how high-performing idea processes
A landmark collection by New York Times journalist Dan Barry, selected from a decade of his distinctive
work and how to design one for your organization. There’s constant pressure today to do more with less. But
"This Land" columns and presenting a powerful but rarely seen portrait of America. In the wake of
cutting wages and benefits and pushing people to work harder with fewer resources can go only so far. Ironically, Hurricane Katrina and on the eve of a national recession, New York Times writer Dan Barry launched a
the best solution resides with the very people who have been bearing the brunt of these measures. With Robinson column about America: not the one populated only by cable-news pundits, but the America defined and
and Schroeder’s advice, you can unleash a constant stream of great ideas that will strengthen every facet of your
redefined by those who clean the hotel rooms, tend the beet fields, endure disasters both natural and
organization.
manmade. As the name of the president changed from Bush to Obama to Trump, Barry was
Standing Our Ground: Women, Environmental Justice, and the Fight to End Mountaintop Removal examines
crisscrossing the country, filing deeply moving stories from the tiniest dot on the American map to the
women’s efforts to end mountaintop removal coal mining in West Virginia. Mountaintop removal coal mining,
city that calls itself the Capital of the World. Complemented by the select images of award-winning
which involves demolishing the tops of hills and mountains to provide access to coal seams, is one of the most
significant environmental threats in Appalachia, where it is most commonly practiced. The Appalachian women Times photographers, these narrative and visual snapshots of American life create a majestic tapestry of
our shared experience, capturing how our nation is at once flawed and exceptional, paralyzed and
featured in Barry’s book have firsthand experience with the negative impacts of Big Coal in West Virginia.
ascendant, as cruel and violent as it can be gentle and benevolent.
Through their work in organizations such as the Coal River Mountain Watch and the Ohio Valley
Residents of the Appalachian coalfields share a history and heritage, deep connections to the land, and
Environmental Coalition, they fight to save their mountain communities by promoting the development of
alternative energy resources. Barry’s engaging and original work reveals how women’s tireless organizing
pride in their own resilience. These same residents are also profoundly divided over the practice of
efforts have made mountaintop removal a global political and environmental issue and laid the groundwork for a mountaintop mining—that is, the removal and disposal in nearby valleys of soil and rock in order to
robust environmental justice movement in central Appalachia.
reach underlying coal seams. Companies and some miners claim that the practice has reduced energy
Motivated by a deeply rooted sense of place and community, Appalachian women have long fought against the
prices, earned income for shareholders, and provided needed jobs. Opponents of mountaintop mining
damaging effects of industrialization. In this collection of interviews, sociologist Shannon Elizabeth Bell presents
argue that it poisons Appalachia’s waters and devastates entire communities for the sake of short-term
the voices of twelve Central Appalachian women, environmental justice activists fighting against mountaintop
gains. This conflict is emblematic of many other environmental disputes in the United States and around
removal mining and its devastating effects on public health, regional ecology, and community well-being. Each
the world, disputes whose intensity derives not only from economic and environmental stakes but also
woman narrates her own personal story of injustice and tells how that experience led her to activism. The
interviews--many of them illustrated by the women's "photostories"--describe obstacles, losses, and tragedies. But from competing claims to individual and community identity. Looking beyond the slogans and seemingly
they also tell of new communities and personal transformations catalyzed through activism. Bell supplements each irreconcilable differences, however, can reveal deeper causes of conflict, such as flawed institutions,
narrative with careful notes that aid the reader while amplifying the power and flow of the activists' stories. Bell's politics, and inequality or the strongly held values of parties for whom compromise is difficult to achieve.
Mountaintop Mining in Appalachia focuses on the people of the region, the people who have the most at
analysis outlines the relationship between Appalachian women's activism and the gendered responsibilities they
stake and have been the most active in trying to shift views and practices. By examining the experiences
feel within their families and communities. Ultimately, Bell argues that these women draw upon a broader
"protector identity" that both encompasses and extends the identity of motherhood that has often been associated of these stakeholders and their efforts to effect change, Susan F. Hirsch and E. Franklin Dukes introduce
with grassroots women's activism. As protectors, the women challenge dominant Appalachian gender expectations key concepts and theories from the field of conflict analysis and resolution. They provide a compelling
and guard not only their families but also their homeplaces, their communities, their heritage, and the endangered case study of how stakeholders challenge governance-as-usual, while offering insight into the causes of
mountains that surround them. 30% of the proceeds from the sale of this book will be donated to organizations
conflict over other environmental issues.
fighting for environmental justice in Central Appalachia.
America's extreme Right falsely claims the Founding Fathers as allies for their radical agenda. Pundit
It is increasingly common for businesses to face public policies and government regulation that demand some
Glenn Beck has gone so far as to use the title of Tom Paine’s famous 1776 pamphlet Common Sense
form of environmental or social protection. These protective public policies have grown in number, complexity,
for his own book—a book that attacks the political, social and economic rights which Paine and the
and stringency over the last few decades, not only in industrialized countries but also in the developing world. In
Founders fought for. It’s time to cut through the rhetoric, smoke, and spin, and get back to our core
this 2010 book, Jorge Rivera presents a theoretical framework for understanding the relationship between
American values. We have gone off course as a country by emphasizing consumerism over citizenship,
protective public policies and business compliance. This framework explains different levels of business
compliance in terms of three different factors: the link between the stages of protective public policies and different entertainment over education, and "me" over "we." By rediscovering the moral compass our Founders
levels of business resistance, the effect of country context, and the effect of firm-level characteristics. The second put into place, we can create a united America, and a future worthy of our grandchildren.
This book introduces the idea that ethics are an intrinsic dimension of any water policy, program, or
part of the book supports and elaborates on this framework by presenting empirical studies that examine two
voluntary environmental programs: the US ski industry's Sustainable Slopes Program and the Certification for
practice, and that understanding what ethics are being acted out in water policies is fundamental to an
Sustainable Tourism in Costa Rica.
understanding of water resource management. Thus in controversies or conflicts over water resource
Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt
allocation and use, an examination of ethics can help clarify the positions of conflicting parties as
An Epic Battle for Clean Water and Justice in Appalachia
preparation for constructive negotiations. The author shows the benefits of exposing tacit values and
Responses to Environmental and Social Protection Processes
motivations and subjecting these to explicit public scrutiny where the values themselves can be debated.
How One Woman and Her Community Won Justice from Big Coal
The aim of such a process is to create the proverbial 'level playing field', where values favoring
Mountain Justice
environmental sustainability are considered in relation to values favoring short-term exploitation for
Using Our Founding Values to Reclaim Our Nation for the 99%
quick economic stimulus (the current problem) or quick protection from water disasters (through
Polluted Water and Your Vital Organs
infrastructure which science suggests is not sustainable). The book shows how new technologies, such as
Coal in Our Veins
drip irrigation, or governance structures, such as river basin organizations are neither "good" nor "bad"
The human body is over 65% water. We drink it. We bathe in it. We water our crops with it. Water is a
in their own right, but can serve a range of interests which are guided by ethics. A new ethic of
foundation of human life. And yet, more and more chemicals are getting into our ground water. People are
getting sick, and even dying from it. How this happened and what we can do to prevent these issues in the future coexistence and synergies with nature is possible, but ultimately depends not on science, law, or finances
are a few of the topics readers will discuss as they take a look at the incredibly disgusting issue of water pollution but on the values we choose to adopt. The book includes a wide range of case studies from countries
and contamination and what impact it is having on human life and the environment.
including Australia, India, Philippines, South Africa and USA. These cover various contexts including
A nonfiction legal thriller that traces the fourteen-year struggle of two lawyers to bring the most powerful coal
water for agriculture, urban, domestic and industrial use, the rights of indigenous people and river,
baron in American history, Don Blankenship, to justice Don Blankenship, head of Massey Energy since the early watershed and ecosystem management.
1990s, ran an industry that provides nearly half of America's electric power. But wealth and influence weren't
Mountains of Injustice
enough for Blankenship and his company, as they set about destroying corporate and personal rivals, challenging
Social and Environmental Justice in Appalachia
the Constitution, purchasing the West Virginia judiciary, and willfully disregarding safety standards in the
Unlocking the Power in Bottom-Up Ideas
company's mines—in which scores died unnecessarily. As Blankenship hobnobbed with a West Virginia Supreme
Court justice in France, his company polluted the drinking water of hundreds of citizens while he himself fostered Our Roots Run Deep as Ironweed
baroque vendettas against anyone who dared challenge his sovereignty over coal mining country. Just about the Standing Our Ground
This Land
only thing that stood in the way of Blankenship's tyranny over a state and an industry was a pair of odd-couple
Combating Mountaintop Removal
attorneys, Dave Fawcett and Bruce Stanley, who undertook a legal quest to bring justice to this corner of
Why Fight the Democrats When We Have Each Other?
America. From the backwoods courtrooms of West Virginia they pursued their case all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court, and to a dramatic decision declaring that the wealthy and powerful are not entitled to purchase A real life political morality tale, Elephant Wars unflinchingly reveals the true story of hardball politics
their own brand of law. The Price of Justice is a story of corporate corruption so far-reaching and devastating it
during the 2004 campaign in rowdy West Virginia.Elephant Wars reveals how the state's Republican
could have been written a hundred years ago by Ida Tarbell or Lincoln Steffens. And as Laurence Leamer
Party, in just a few short months, rose from the ashes to gain parity in the public eye with the entrenched
demonstrates in this captivating tale, because it's true, it's scarier than fiction.
powerhouse Democrats, only to lose almost everything because of warring factions within its own
"Shapiro is one of the few writers on this subject that actually understands the strategy, the tactics, and the
ranks.Elephant Wars discloses, in an insider account, how the Party's meteoric rise and heartbreaking
internal politics of a dynamic and growing movement. This is environmental journalism at it best."—Mike
demise affected the lives of those who were there, and the future of West Virginia politics for years to
Roselle, Earth First! founder and author of Tree Spiker Mountaintop removal (MTR) does exactly what it says: a
come.Taking you behind the scenes of the Republican Party's all-out assault on West Virginia, Elephant
mountaintop is stripped of trees, blown to bits with explosives, then pushed aside by giant equipment—all to
Wars also reveals how the Bush campaign focused unprecedented time, money and attention on the
expose a layer of coal to be mined. Hundreds of thousands of acres of ancient forested mountains have been
"removed" this way and will never again support the biologically rich and diverse forest and stream communities Mountain State-as well as an extraordinary level of heavy-handed control.Whether you're a Republican,
that evolved there over millions of years—all to support our flawed national energy policy. Mountain Justice tells Democrat or Independent, the behind-the-scenes intrigue of the 2004 battle for the hearts and minds of
the people of West Virginia will mesmerize anyone who is fascinated by the secret world of politics and
a terrific set of firsthand stories about living with MTR and offers on-the-scene—and behind-thethe ruthless quest for power.
scenes—reporting of what people are doing to try to stop it. Tricia Shapiro lets the victims of mountaintop
removal and their allies tell their own stories, allowing moments of quiet dignity and righteous indignation to
Sustainability is a global megatrend with ramifications across all functional areas of business. This book
share center stage. Includes coverage of the sharp escalation of anti-MTR civil disobedience, with more than 130 addresses an underdeveloped topic in the field of sustainable business—the use of corporate resources
arrests in West Virginia alone during the first year of the Obama administration. Tricia Shapiro has been closely dedicated to legal compliance. In order to comply with the law, supply chain, operations, and marketing
following and writing about efforts to end large-scale strip mining for coal in Appalachia since 2004. She now
professionals must know what the applicable legal frameworks are. In order to promote sustainable
lives on a remote mountain homestead in western North Carolina, near the Tennessee border.
business, these same professionals must go beyond mere compliance with these laws. This book will assist
One of America's most dramatic environmental battles is unfolding in southern West Virginia. Coal companies
you in both respects by (1) offering concise discussions of the primary legal frameworks governing the
are blasting the mountains, decapitating them for coal. The forested ridge tops and valley streams of
social, economic, and environmental dimensions of supply chain management, operations management,
Appalachia—one of the country's natural treasures—are being destroyed, along with towns and communities. An
entire culture is disappearing, and to this day, most Americans have no idea it's happening. Michael Shnayerson and marketing; and (2) making the business case for going beyond mere compliance with legal
requirements. Written by an expert in environmental law and public policy, this book argues that
first traveled to the coal fields four years ago, on assignment for Vanity Fair. There he met an inspiring young
companies that go beyond mere compliance with social, economic, and environmental safeguards
lawyer named Joe Lovett, who was fighting mountaintop removal in court with a series of brilliant and daring
lawsuits. He also met Judy Bonds, whose grassroots group, the Coal River Mountain Watch, was speaking out in inherent in legal regimes will capture greater benefits and incur fewer risks from their supply chain,
operations, and marketing activities.
a region where talking truth to power was both brave and dangerous. The two had joined forces to take on
Massey Energy, the largest and most aggressive of the coal companies, and its swaggering, notorious chairman,
The US Department of Justice is under fire for failing to prosecute banks that caused the 2008 economic
Don Blankenship. Coal River is Shnayerson's account of this dramatic struggle. From courtroom to boardroom, meltdown because they are too big to jail. Prosecutors have long neglected to hold corporate executives
forest clearing to factory floor, Shnayerson gives us a novelistic and compelling portrait of the people who risked accountable for chronic mistakes that kill and injure workers and customers. This book, the first of its
their reputations and livelihoods in the fight against King Coal.
kind, analyzes five industrial catastrophes that have killed or sickened consumers and workers or caused
The Cynic
irrevocable harm to the environment. From the Texas City refinery explosion to the Upper Big Branch
The Underlying Logic of the Office - Updated Edition
mine collapse, the root causes of these preventable disasters include crimes of commission and omission.
Industrial Disasters and Environmental Policy
Although federal prosecutors have made a start on holding low-level managers liable, far more aggressive
How a Few Brave Americans Took On a Powerful Company - and the Federal Government - to Save The Land
prosecution is appropriate as a matter of law, policy, and justice. Written in accessible and jargon-free
They Love
language, this book recommends innovative interpretations of existing laws to elevate the prosecution of
America, Lost and Found
white-collar crime at the federal and state levels.
Down to the Wire
William L. Massey Nomination... Hearing... S.Hrg. 105-648... Committee On Energy & Natural Resources, U.S. "Erin Brockovich meets Dark Waters in this ... legal drama set in Appalachian coal country, as one
determined lawyer confronts a coal industry giant in a battle over clean drinking water for a West
Senate... 105th Congress, 2nd Session
Confronting Climate Collapse
Virginia community .... For two decades, the water in the taps and wells of Mingo County didn't look,
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smell, or taste right. Could it be the root of the health problems--from kidney stones to cancer--in this
Appalachian community? Environmental lawyer Kevin Thompson certainly thought so. For seven years,
he waged an epic legal battle against Massey Energy, West Virginia's most powerful coal company ...
While Massey's lawyers worked out of a gray glass office tower in Charleston known as 'the Death Star,'
Thompson set up shop in a ramshackle hotel in the fading coal town of Williamson"--|cProvided by
publishe
New Directions in the Fight Against Big Coal
Soul Full of Coal Dust
Elephant Wars
Women, Environmental Justice, and the Fight to End Mountaintop Removal
1968 Farmington Mine Disaster
Coal River
Homegrown Resistance to Mountaintop Removal, for the Future of Us All
The Challenges to Micromobilization in Central Appalachia
Research in environmental justice reveals that low-income and minority neighborhoods in our nation’s cities
are often the preferred sites for landfills, power plants, and polluting factories. Those who live in these sacrifice
zones are forced to shoulder the burden of harmful environmental effects so that others can prosper. Mountains
of Injustice broadens the discussion from the city to the country by focusing on the legacy of disproportionate
environmental health impacts on communities in the Appalachian region, where the costs of cheap energy and
cheap goods are actually quite high. Through compelling stories and interviews with people who are fighting for
environmental justice, Mountains of Injustice contributes to the ongoing debate over how to equitably distribute
the long-term environmental costs and consequences of economic development. Contributors: Laura Allen, Brian
Black, Geoffrey L. Buckley, Donald Edward Davis, Wren Kruse, Nancy Irwin Maxwell, Chad Montrie, Michele
Morrone, Kathryn Newfont, John Nolt, Jedediah S. Purdy, and Stephen J. Scanlan.
Moving Mountains
William L. Massey Nomination
The Case for Big Government
A Values Approach to Solving the Water Crisis
Thunder on the Mountain
How Companies Plunder and Profit from the Nest Eggs of American Workers
Upper Big Branch Mine -- South Mine ID
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